International Shiloh Shepherd Registry, Inc.
Breeder Survey
Sponsored by the Shiloh Shepherd Dog Club of America, Inc.
Litter Survey
Survey—
—2000 - for litters born 9191-93 (group A), 9494-96 (group B), 9797-99 (group C)
Upon completion, please mail this survey to: TCCP, 702 Rein Dr., Killeen, TX 76542

Fill out the litter information below. Then, please contact the people who bought
these puppies. Explain to them we’re doing a survey and need to know whether
their puppy has been healthy or diagnosed with a genetic disease. If a disease has
been diagnosed, enter the name of the disease on the reverse side of this sheet. If
the puppy buyer isn’t sure of the correct diagnosis, ask them to call their vet. As
you can see, data may be reported on the same puppy by the new owner for the
regular survey and by you for the litter survey. This is to be expected—they are
two separate surveys. If you can’t follow up on all of your litters, indicate which litter(s) you were able to track. If after tracking puppies in a litter, you can’t find
one or two because people moved, etc. let us know the status of the ones you’re
reporting on and indicate how many you couldn’t locate. We need both healthy
puppies and those with genetic diseases included to make this survey worthwhile.
Please print or write legibly.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Average size of litters? __________ Smallest Litter? _______ Largest Litter? ________
How many stud dogs do you own? ____________ Brood Bitches? _________________
At what age do you normally breed a bitch for the first time? ________________________
At approximately what age do you retire them ? __________________________________
How many Caesarian sections (percentage or exact number) do you have?
___________________ Reason? ______________________________________________
6. How many bitches have you had experience uterine inertia? _____Mild_____________/
Severe_______ Eclampsia? _______ Mastitis? ________Pyometra _____ Ruptured
uterus? _______________ Other? _____________________________________________
7. Have you had bitches with erratic seasons? _____ Silent seasons? ______ Split seasons?
_________________ Other? :_________________________________________________
8. Have you experienced missed breedings? ______________________________
Approximate % of misses to pregnancies _______________________________________
9. At what age do your bitches normally come into season? ___________________________
Earliest? _____
Latest? _____
Average frequency of seasons? _______
10. Do you assist your bitches during whelping? ____________________________________
11. Do you spay bitches after cessation of breeding? __________________________________
Comments: ___________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Please note:
note This is a fully anonymous survey to collect genetic data on the
Shiloh Shepherd. However, should you wish to waive your anonymity, we
would appreciate it if you would provide us with your name and phone
number in the event that we have any other questions. Thank you.
Name:_____________________________ Phone Number: ____________

Follow -Up On All Puppies
Born during 9191-93 (group A), 9494-96 (group B), 9797-99 (group C)
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If you need more space for litters, please write them on a separate piece of
paper or make a copy of this page and staple to this sheet.

